enterprises

Proposal for SolarDAO Investors

About Hodler Enterprises
Hodler Enterprises is a company launched in January 2018. Currently it is located in the Netherlands,
however, it is in the process of relocating to Sweden.
The team has 4 official workers and 4 advisors.
Hodler Enterprises operates under 3 companies registered in the Netherlands in the Chamber of
Commerce (Kamer van Koophandel) under the following numbers:
Hodler Holding Company BV - 72306505
Hodler Company - 71219579
Hodler Mining BV - 72308818
The new physical address of Hodler Enterprises is:
Söderfors 103
88030, Näsåker
Sweden
You can view the projects with the historical roadmap of the company by clicking
on the following link:
https://github.com/NayiemWillems/hodler-enterprises/raw/master/he-roadmap.png
More information about Hodler Enterprises is available at https://hodler.enterprises
Executive Summary
Hodler Enterprises will execute its own profitable renewable energy project in Sweden to start compensating for the loss that has been made with SolarDAO and create a profitable environment for
parties such as Hodler Energy and SolarDAO.
Focusing on solar energy, but also on wind and hydro energy, with a possible collaboration with local
companies and new investors.
SolarDAO will be rebranded to ‘Antares Energy’.
The goal is to make the project profitable to former SolarDAO investors and new investors.
The Antares Energy project will build renewable energy plants to fuel the existing ‘Hodler Mining’
project, also known as ‘Hodler Energy’.
Antares Energy will provide electricity to the mining farm and therefore reduce the costs for Hodler
Energy. This will create a profitable result for both parties. As Hodler Energy will not be paying for
electricity to EON, energy tax can be avoided.
Antares Energy will be set up in 2 phases.

Phase A:
We will acquire a location and secure/borrow funds to build a 500kW renewable energy plant to fuel
33 Hodler Energy FPGA and GPU mining units. Initially, a smaller amount of the profit, generated
through the plant’s operation, will be shared among former and new investors. The vast majority of the
profit will be used to pay off the debt accumulated during the build of the energy plant. Once the debt
has been paid off, the larger portion of the profit will be used for payouts to former and new investors.

Phase B:
In order to gain new investors for Phase A, Antares Energy will fuel the ‘Aeronic Engineering’ project.
Aeronic Engineering will be the gateway for blockchain networks in space. The detailed information
for Phase B will remain confidential until later this year, depending on the company’s development.
A pilot project of Aeronic Engineering will be launched in June 2019, regardless of the Antares Energy
developments.

Acquiring SolarDAO
As important details are still unknown, to avoid future conflicts and to decrease potential risks, Hodler
Enterprises will not acquire the legal entities of SolarDAO.
Antares Energy will try to acquire the funds and existing tokens of the SolarDAO team.
The current projects that are in the pipeline for SolarDAO will be ignored and not integrated in our
new plans as the information provided by SolarDAO is very short and unreliable.
Antares Energy will try to sell the current valuable assets, domains and entities of SolarDAO to cover
losses that have been made by SolarDAO.
Token Exchange and Allocation
The SolarDAO tokens will be exchanged for Antares Energy tokens on the Altilly Exchange.
Antares Energy tokens will be built on the Qredit Blockchain using the QAE-1 protocol.
A total of 60 000 000 tokens will be created.
The swap ratio for SolarDAO investors will be 1:206, which means that for every 206 SolarDAO tokens,
you will receive 1 Antares Energy token.
Once the token exchange has been completed, a total amount of 4 463 Antares Energy tokens will be
distributed among the former SolarDAO investors for the expected return of 919 378 SolarDAO tokens,
which excludes the tokens held by the SolarDAO team.
The undistributed Antares Energy tokens will be sold to new investors at a price of 100 USD.
The undistributed Antares Energy tokens are excluded from future payouts and only the distributed
tokens will receive profit rewards generated through the Antares Energy activities.
The SolarDAO tokens will be burned after the token exchange has been completed.

Payouts
10% of the profit generated through Antares Energy will be shared among token holders until the debt
of the first energy plant of Phase A has been paid off.
After the debt has been paid off, the profit ratio will be upscaled to 60% for all token holders.
The remaining 40% will be used for the development of companies in Phase B, which will increase the
profit over time and allow the company to create a stable and long term profitable environment.
The payout will occur on the 24th of each month, after the first power plant becomes fully operational.
Payouts will be done in Qredit coins to all Antares Energy token holders.

Conclusion
Executing Phase A will be difficult as no funds are left from the current SolarDAO project.
Phase B will solve the issue for the former SolarDAO investors.
Phase B is reasonable and the project has been in the pipeline for a long time. Phase B will be executed
with or without the cooperation of the SolarDAO CEO.
Hodler Enterprises is known for acquiring companies and projects and guarantees a long-term profitable future to anyone who has invested in any of its projects.
Hold our hands and enjoy the ride. Together we will make it happen.

- Nayiem Willems
Founder and CEO of Hodler Enterprises

